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Abstract

Ultraviolet-visible absorption cross-sections are important reference data for remote sensing of atmospheric
trace gases including O3; NO2; BrO; H2CO; OClO; SO2, and NO3 using optical instruments. In this paper, the
reference absorption cross-sections for the HITRAN database are presented and needs for future improvements
are addressed.
? 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A number of ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) remote-sensing instruments now operate, or are planned,
for monitoring the Earth’s atmosphere. These include instruments measuring backscattered or re=ected
sunlight from ground or balloon- and space-borne platforms, in solar and lunar occultation, and in
limb-scattered radiation [1–7]. In this spectral region (ca 200–800 nm), limited by the transition to
the vacuum ultraviolet and to the near-infrared regions on the short- and long-wavelength sides,
many atmospheric molecules have characteristic absorption features (see Fig. 1) that are used for
detection and concentration determination [8–10]. For this purpose, accurate reference absorption
spectra for each species from laboratory work are indispensable.

While existing UV-Vis databases [11,12] mainly focus on cross-sections for photochemical mod-
eling of the atmosphere, the HITRAN database provides reference data for optical detection, so
that, in addition to quantitative accuracy, instrumental issues such as spectral resolution and spectral
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Fig. 1. Overview of the absorption cross-sections of the species in HITRAN. The units for O4 are cm5 molecule−2; the
absorption scales quadratically with pressure.

calibration become very important. Therefore, the HITRAN database contains reference cross-sections
for the most important atmospheric absorbers that have been selected taking these criteria into
account. Since, at present, theoretical models are not generally available to predict these spectra and
their variation with temperature and pressure, it is necessary to provide absorption cross-sections
for each species at diIerent temperatures (in the 200–300 K range) and pressures (1–1000 mbar)
where available, and empirical models to interpolate these cross-sections to intermediate values of
temperature and pressure.

Many cross-section data available in the literature suIer from insuJcient spectral resolution, i.e.,
the molecular absorption structures are narrower than the instrumental line shape of the spectrometer
used for recording the data. In general, these data are only useful for atmospheric remote sensing after
careful convolution of the atmospheric spectra with an appropriate transfer function, in order to min-
imize artifacts during the data reduction. In addition, spectral calibration using secondary wavelength
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standards such as the visible iodine absorption lines [14–16] is frequently lacking. When atomic emis-
sion lines are used for calibration, the number of lines is often too low to account for systematic
errors in the wavelength scale (curvature of the focal plane when using diode arrays, non-linearities
in the drive for grating spectrometers). Only recently have a number of new spectra recorded with
high-resolution Fourier-transform spectroscopy (FTS) been published (see e.g., [17] and references
therein), providing additional information on the high-resolution structure of the spectra (in particular
for very dense spectra like those of NO2) and on the absolute wavelength calibration of the molecular
cross-sections.

In the remainder of this paper we will Lrst give a few deLnitions concerning cross-sections, air–
vacuum correction, and wavelength calibration. We will then brie=y discuss the available reference
data for each molecule and explain the choices for HITRAN. Finally, we will address needs for
future improvements.

2. Molecular absorption cross-sections

In the following, the molecular absorption cross-section � is deLned by [13]

�(�; T ) =−ln[I(�; T; �)=I0(�)]=(�× l);
where � is the vacuum wavelength in nm, T is the absolute temperature in K, � is the molecular
number density (or concentration) in molecules cm−3, and l is the absorption path length in cm.
The measured quantities are I0(�), which is a spectrum recorded with no absorbing molecules in the
light path (white light source spectrum), and I(�; T; �), which is a spectrum recorded using a certain
concentration � of molecules at a given temperature T , both with the same absorption path l.

Cross-sections are often given in units of cm2 molecule−1 as a function of wavelength (nm) but
are increasingly given as a function of wave number (cm−1), in particular for spectra recorded using
high-resolution FTS.

HITRAN cross-section Lles are standardized to even wave number increments. In those cases
where the data are provided on a wavelength scale, the data are interpolated to a wave number grid
for the standard database, and the data versus wavelength provided in supplementary Lles.

3. Air–vacuum correction and wavelength calibration

The refractive index of air leads to a diIerence between wavelengths measured in air and in vac-
uum. Therefore, it is essential to indicate at what conditions the cross-section spectra were recorded
in the laboratory. In addition to that, the conversion of vacuum wavelengths into air wavelengths
(and vice versa) is often performed using diIerent formulae. In case of such a wavelength correction,
it must be clear what formula has been used. For many years, the formulae of EdlNen [18,19] have
been used. Corrections in the present data are made using the second formula of EdlNen [19]

�vac = �air × (1:0000834213 + 2:40603× 10−2=(130–106=�2air)

+ 1:5997× 10−4=(38:9–106=�2air);
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which is valid for standard conditions (dry air, room temperature, ambient pressure). The variation
for slightly diIerent conditions (humidity, temperature) is negligible for present atmospheric studies.
For future conversions, we now recommend the use of Eq. (29) of Ref. [20]; however, the diIerences
are suJciently small that it is not necessary to reconvert the present spectra.

In the past, atomic emission lines, mostly from Hg and Cd, have been used for absolute wave-
length calibration of spectra [21]. A diJculty is that these lines are rather sparsely scattered over
the spectral range 240–800 nm, with gaps of up to several tens of nm. In many cases, due to this
and to the limited spectral resolution of the instruments used, the absolute wavelength uncertainty
of the reference spectra can be limited to several tenths of a nm, except for a few works where
high-resolution grating spectrometers were used. For reference spectra recorded by FTS, the absolute
wavelength uncertainty is usually much better, often better than 0:001 nm, but absolute calibration
depends on the optical alignment of the instrument [22] and needs to be validated or improved
using secondary wavelength standards as is usual in the infrared [23]. In the UV-visible, the use of
molecular iodine absorption lines whose line positions are known to about 10−6 relative uncertainty
[14–16], or other molecular absorbers like O2 whose line positions are known with comparable ac-
curacy [24–26] is recommended. Note that the emission spectra of Pt/Cr-Ne hollow cathode lamps
have been measured in the UV-visible and near-infrared using high-resolution FTS [27,28] so that
the lines of atomic Pt, Cr and Ne are also accurate standards in the 240–800 nm region (relative
uncertainty of several parts in 107). These or similar lamps are also used for absolute wavelength
calibration of space-borne optical instruments on the Hubble space telescope [29], the GOME instru-
ment onboard ERS-2 [30], the SCIAMACHY instrument onboard ENVISAT-1 [31] and the GOME-2
instruments currently being prepared for the MetOp missions [32].

4. Cross-sections in HITRAN

4.1. O3, ozone

Ozone shows absorption in the entire UV-Vis region [33,34], from the very strong Hartley band
in the UV, through the much weaker Huggins and Chappuis bands in the near-UV and visible, to
the very weak Wulf bands in the near-infrared part of the spectrum. Both the Huggins and Chappuis
bands are frequently used for atmospheric remote sensing of ozone [35]. The large temperature
dependence of the Huggins bands, due to the onset of vibrational hot band structure, has been
proposed and used in distinguishing between stratospheric and tropospheric O3 in nadir measurements
from space [36]. A recent review [37] shows that, although many laboratory measurements have
been reported in the past, the current knowledge of absolute absorption cross-sections of O3 is only
accurate to a few percent, except for a few selected wavelengths where the accuracy is 1–2% or
better (in particular at 253:65 nm, the wavelength of one of the strongest atomic mercury emission
lines) and where the variation of the ozone absorption with respect to wavelength shifts or spectral
resolution is much smaller.

In the Hartley band (ca 200–320 nm), many laboratory data show agreement to 1–2%, in par-
ticular those of Bass and Paur [38] and Brion et al. [39] except for small wavelength shifts in
the Bass and Paur data. This region is important for O3 proLle retrieval from space instruments
such as GOME, which use full radiometric information. There is a general agreement that the
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cross-section at 253:65 nm shows a small increase of about 1% between 293 and 203 K, as Lrst
observed by Molina and Molina [40]. The 253:65 nm cross-section of Hearn [41] measured in 1961
(1:147× 10−17 cm2 molecule−1), in excellent agreement with many other measurements, is still the
primary standard for international agencies like the International Ozone Committee (that recommends
standards for the Dobson and Brewer networks) or the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
(that recommends standards for surface ozone measurements). Note that the currently available dig-
ital data [42] of Bass and Paur were calibrated to this standard after taking into account the small
variation of the cross-section at 253:65 nm with temperature.

The agreement between diIerent laboratory measurements is very good (about 1–2%) for the data
of Bass and Paur [36], Brion et al. [37] and Burrows et al. [43] in the region of the Huggins bands
(ca 320–350 nm), where the spectrum is extremely dependent on temperature. Note, however, that
the data of Bass and Paur had to be wavelength corrected using high-resolution FTS data [44] and
that they do not cover wavelengths above 343 nm. The cross-sections of Burrows et al. [43] have
very high signal-to-noise ratios but were recorded with a spectral resolution that is not suJciently
high to resolve fully the spectral structures of ozone in the Huggins bands. The cross-sections of
Brion et al. [37] show less noise than those of Bass and Paur [36] and more accurate wavelength
calibration but do not cover temperatures below 218 K.

The agreement between diIerent laboratory data is less satisfactory in the Chappuis band (about
400–700 nm) where systematic diIerences of 2–5% are observed, in particular in the region below
500 nm [37] that is frequently used for atmospheric O3 retrievals. Also, there are only a few mea-
surements that yield the ratio between the O3 absorption cross-sections in the Huggins and Chappuis
bands, and they show variations of 3–4%.

There are only few measurements of the O3 absorption cross-sections in the Wulf bands (above
700 nm), although this region is important because of the O2 A band around 762 nm that is used
for determination of cloud parameters [45], so that correction for the atmospheric O3 absorption is
required [46].

There have been several intercomparisons [47–49] of O3 absorption coeJcients in the ultraviolet
and mid-infrared showing agreement to better than 5%, although two studies [47,49] show small
but systematic discrepancies that remain currently unexplained, since in both regions the agree-
ment between other studies is better [37,50]. Work is currently in progress to increase the accu-
racy of these measurements and to extend the range to the important Huggins and Chappuis bands
[51–53].

The temperature-dependent ozone cross-sections of Bass and Paur [38] are selected for inclusion
in HITRAN, in accordance with the recommendation of Ref. [37]. They are converted to vacuum
wavelengths using the EdlNen 1966 formula [19] and shifted in wavelength by a further 0:015 nm,
from Ltting to FTS measurements [56]. The Lnal wavelength uncertainty is 0:040 nm.

4.2. NO2, nitrogen dioxide

The NO2 absorption covers the entire UV-Vis and near-infrared regions. Its peak absorption
cross-sections are over an order of magnitude weaker than those of O3, so that NO2 shows much
smaller absorption in atmospheric spectra with comparable atmospheric concentration [4]. The absorp-
tion spectrum of NO2 has very narrow spectral structures that show variations both with temperature
and with pressure [54–56]. Therefore, the NO2 cross-sections have to be recorded at high spectral
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resolution and at representative total pressures. The temperature dependence of the cross-sections is
potentially useful for the separation of stratospheric and tropospheric NO2 absorption in atmospheric
spectra [57]. Note that only the cross-section measurements of Frost et al. [58] and of Bogumil et
al. [59] extend to temperatures below 220 K.

A recent review [54] concluded that the FTS measurements of Vandaele et al. [60,61] at two
temperatures (293 and 220 K) are in excellent agreement with many other laboratory data, and
show only very small problems with respect to wavelength calibration errors and baseline drifts. In
particular, these data are in very good agreement (of 1–2%) with the measurements of MNerienne et
al. [62] and of Yoshino et al. [63]. If required, the cross-sections can be interpolated by a linear
model to obtain values at intermediate temperatures [54].

Very recently, an empirical model based upon an exhaustive compilation of diIerent experimental
data has been proposed [64] that predicts the variation of the NO2 cross-sections with temperature
and pressure, reproducing the experimental data to better than 10%. The overall uncertainty of the
NO2 cross-sections of Vandaele et al. at 298 K [60] and 220 K [61] is estimated to be 2% or less.
The Vandaele et al. cross-sections are included in HITRAN. Note that these do not include the
variation of the NO2 spectrum with total pressure.

4.3. O4, oxygen dimer/O2–O2, collision-induced absorption

The theoretical basis for the absorption due to the so-called oxygen dimer is still not entirely
established; there is a major contribution from collision-induced absorption while at low temperatures
a weakly bound complex is formed. There are several sets of absorption cross-sections available in
the literature (see [65,66] and references therein), since the absorptions of O4=O2–O2 must be taken
into account in the retrieval of other species [4]. These features have also been used for air mass
factor determinations [67,68] and are potentially useful for cloud detection [69]. Recently, the Lrst
measurements of these absorptions at atmospheric pressures using Cavity Ring-Down spectroscopy
have been published [70]. For HITRAN, the cross-sections of Greenblatt et al. [65], corrected to
vacuum wavelengths using EdlNen [19] have been selected, since they show the smallest residuals in
recent analyses of atmospheric spectra [67,68] (Fig. 1 and Table 1).

4.4. BrO, bromine monoxide

BrO is measured in the UV-Vis using the strong A23=2 ← X 23=2 vibronic bands between 300
–400 nm [4]. Most of these bands are heavily broadened by predissociation, except for the 4-0, 7-0,
and 12-0 bands. These have been studied in the past by high-resolution spectroscopy, resolving the
rotational structure [71,72]. The BrO cross-sections show a signiLcant variation with temperature
due to the change in thermal populations of the lower states.

For remote sensing, two sets of measurements are currently used: the cross-sections of Wahner et
al. [73] recorded with a grating spectrometer at two temperatures (223 and 293 K) and the spectra of
Wilmouth et al. [74] recorded with a high-resolution FTS at two temperatures (228 and 293 K). The
cross-sections of Wahner et al. were calibrated to absolute cross-sections using chemical methods,
whereas Wilmouth et al. obtained absolute cross-sections by scaling their data using previous absolute
measurements.
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Table 1
Ultraviolet-visible cross-sections in HITRAN

Molecule Reference T range (K) Spectral range Resolution Wave number
(cm−1) (cm−1) accuracy (cm−1)

O3 Bass and Paur [38]a 203–298 29154–40816 ca 3.0b ca. 3.5c

NO2 Vandaele et al. [60,61] 220–298 10000–42000 2.0 0.08
O4 Greenblatt et al. [65] 196–298 8797–29833 ca 5–50b ca 1.5–18b

BrO Wilmouth et al. [74] 223, 298 26000–34918 10.0 0.2
OClO Kromminga et al. [82] 203–298 22988–30770 1.0 0.01
H2CO Cantrell et al. [87] 296 25974–33300 1.0 ca 0.02b

SO2 Rufus et al. [92] 295 30770–45455 0.06–0.48d 0.2
NO3 Yokelson et al. [95] 200–298 13888–22727 ca 6.0b 0.02e

aIncluding the variation of the cross-section at 265 nm with temperature.
bApproximate value, original data were recorded as a function of wavelengths.
cAfter recalibration based on Fourier-transform spectra of Voigt et al. [56], see text. The shift is 1:75 cm−1 (0:015 nm)

to the red.
dDepending upon region of the spectrum.
eAfter recalibration based on Fourier-transform spectra of Orphal et al. [96], see text. The shift is 6:27 cm−1 (0:275 nm)

to the red.

A recent intercomparison of BrO Leld measurements by Aliwell et al. [75] demonstrated that
one of the main potential sources for systematic errors in the retrieved BrO concentrations is the
uncertainty in the wavelength calibration of the reference data (up to 30%). It is known that the
cross-section data of Wahner et al. have wavelength errors of several tenths of a nm. Also, the data
of Wahner et al. were recorded with a spectral resolution that is larger than the spectral structures
of BrO although this contributes less to systematic errors than the wavelength calibration [75]. Very
recently, new FTS measurements at Lve temperatures down to 203 K have been recorded [76],
and the BrO cross-sections and their temperature dependence are currently being modeled using
quantum-mechanical calculations including the eIects of predissociation [77].

The overall uncertainty of the BrO cross-sections of Wilmouth et al. [74] is given as 8% for
absolute values and 11% for the diIerential structures. These BrO data, for temperatures of 223 and
298 K are included in HITRAN.

4.5. OClO, chlorine dioxide

OClO has a well-known strong electronic band system extending from the visible to near-ultraviolet
(about 300–500 nm) with very narrow (rotationally resolved) features [78,79] that show increasing
widths due to predissociation towards shorter wavelengths [80]. The state of the data for OClO is
similar to that of BrO. For more than a decade, the cross-sections of Wahner et al. [81], recorded
with a grating spectrometer at several temperatures between 203 and 293 K, have been used for
atmospheric detection of OClO. Because of errors in the wavelength calibration and the limited
spectral resolution of the data of Wahner et al., new OClO cross-sections have been recently mea-
sured using high-resolution FTS [82]. These cross-sections are in good agreement with several other
laboratory measurements but about 10% lower than the data of Wahner et al. The overall uncertain-
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ties of the OClO cross-sections of Kromminga et al. [82] are less than 9%. These data are included
in HITRAN.

4.6. H2CO, formaldehyde

H2CO is one of the most important products of the oxidation of volatile organic compounds in the
troposphere. Tropospheric column densities can be measured from space using the electronic bands
in the region above 300 nm [83–86]. Cantrell et al. [87] have measured absorption cross-sections
at temperatures of 223–293 K using FTS, with intensity errors of 5% at the higher temperature
(characteristic of the dominantly tropospheric H2CO). Cantrell et al. provide a linear temperature
parameterization valid over the range of stratospheric and tropospheric temperatures. Additional errors
from the use of cross-sections at a single temperature may be as much as 5% (the integral of the
cross-sections changes by 5% going from 300 to 270 K), for total errors of up to 7%. Meller
and Moortgat [88] have provided accurate measurements of the temperature dependence of the
cross-sections using a grating instrument with intensity errors better than 10%, a major contribution to
the uncertainty being the polymerization of H2CO even at low partial pressures. The data of Cantrell
et al. are included in the HITRAN database at several temperatures. The temperature parameterization
is included in an auxiliary Lle.

4.7. SO2, sulfur dioxide

SO2 has a pronounced band spectrum in the ultraviolet that has very sharp rotational structures
visible only at high spectral resolution [89]. However, there is only one recent study of absorption
spectra of SO2 at temperatures other than room temperature [90], 203–293 K, using the cross-sections
of Vandaele et al. [89] at 293 K for absolute calibration. The wavelength accuracy of the Vandaele et
al. data is about 0:01 nm, and it shows better than 5% agreement compared to previous measurements
at room temperature [91]. A recent study by Rufus et al. [92] provides accurate cross-sections at
high spectral resolution and very high wavelength accuracy (¡ 0:001 nm) at 295 K, covering the
spectral range employed for atmospheric measurements, with 5% accurate intensities. These data are
included in HITRAN.

4.8. NO3, nitrogen trioxide

The NO3 radical is an important species in tropospheric chemistry. It shows a pronounced diur-
nal cycle due to its high absorption in the visible leading to rapid photolysis by sunlight [93]. It
has not yet been detected in satellite data. The strongest absorption feature of NO3, near 662 nm,
increases signiLcantly in intensity at lower temperatures while keeping the same spectral shape, due
to dominant predissociation [94,95]. The NO3 spectrum at room temperature was recently calibrated
in wavelength using FTS and a theoretical expression for the temperature dependence of the 662 nm
band was given [96]. The agreement in relative cross-sections among the most recent measurements
[94–96] is excellent. However, the data from these studies diIer in spectral resolution, wavelength
calibration, and absolute values of the cross-sections. The data of Yokelson et al. [95], with the
wavelength correction of Orphal et al. [96] are included in HITRAN. The intensities are accurate to
at least 10%.
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4.9. ClO, chlorine monoxide

The electronic spectrum of ClO in the ultraviolet has long been known and was accurately mod-
eled (Franck–Condon factors and rotational constants) long before atmospheric detection was an
issue [97]. There have been several studies of absolute absorption cross-sections and their tem-
perature dependence (see [98,99] and references therein). A model that successfully reproduces all
available experimental data was recently proposed [100]. The accuracy of the absolute cross-sections
of ClO is estimated to be better than 10%. Despite the importance of ClO in stratospheric chem-
istry, useful stratospheric measurements have not yet been made using the UV spectrum because it
is heavily masked by the strong O3 absorption in the Hartley band. Some long-path tropospheric
measurements under highly enhanced concentrations have been made. ClO is not yet included in
HITRAN.

4.10. HONO, nitrous acid

The photolysis of HONO in the near UV is one of the most important sources of OH in the
troposphere. However, its chemical sources are still not perfectly understood [10,101]. HONO is
currently measured by long-path tropospheric DOAS [4] and its cross-sections are known to better
than 10% (see [102] and references therein). HONO is not yet included in HITRAN.

4.11. Organic molecules in the UV

A number of aromatic molecules show characteristic absorption in the ultraviolet [4] and can
therefore be measured using long-path tropospheric spectroscopy [103,104]. Although there have
been recent measurements of some species, including glyoxal [105], future work is required to
assess their accuracy and to provide clear recommendations for future inclusion in HITRAN.

5. Needs for future improvements

The overwhelming need for atmospheric measurements in the UV-Vis is to obtain improved
cross-sections of ozone using FTS measurements [106]. Wavelength coverage of 240–1000 nm
is required, at 0:01 nm spectral resolution or better. Absolute intensities should be accurate to at
least 2% through the Hartley–Huggins and Chappuis bands (relative to the band maxima). Vacuum
wavelength accuracy should be better than 0:001 nm, re=ecting the accuracy to which atmospheric
spectra can be calibrated using correlation with the Fraunhofer spectrum [107]. Measurements should
be made over the 200–300 K temperature range. Particular care has to be paid to avoid baseline
uncertainties which are a major source of systematic errors in such measurements [37].

An additional high-priority need is for an extraterrestrial solar reference spectrum with similar
characteristics [106]. This will provide for accurate wavelength calibration of Leld spectra, including
satellite spectra [107], improved characterization of the Ring eIect, improved knowledge of instru-
ment transfer functions, and correction of instrument undersampling [108]. It may also provide for
improved modeling of atmospheric photochemistry due to absorption of solar radiation in the regions
of the Schumann–Runge and Herzberg systems of O2 [109,110].
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